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 Databasing and storytelling:
The voyages pittoresques: 



Columbia University Medieval Architecture Summer Field School
Château de Bostz, Bourbonnais 



The traditional monumental database:
Statistique monumentale



Marcel Genermont
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The story of the 
Bourbonnais: from 
castlekeepers to kings 
with control of the land 
marked out with churches

Aimard,  described as 
miles clarissimus, owned 
a villa at Souvigny with a 
church dedicated to Saint 
Peter.  915 gave this land 
to Cluny—monks to clear 
the land.  Aymard and his 
successors were then 
avoués or defenders of the 

monastery



SouvignyCluny III



From river to 
shining river 

(Allier to Cher) 
and beyond

The role of 
architecture 

in the 
formation 

of a cultural 
entity



The landscape organized by the 
implantation of churches. 

Châtel Deneuvre



Space Time Storytelling
Comparisons
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Space
The space of individual buildings
Access to the building in three different ways

Image database (formless)
Images located on the plan (including panos)
Viewing sequences (west to east; exterior before interior)                                      

Zoomify

The space between buildings
Collect multiple buildings and compare them
Arrange buildings by size and by date















Time
Able to locate buildings of a particular date and to associate them with a particular king

Gothic becomes Gothic as France becomes France--in the same time and space.  
Significance?

Provides an animation of France becoming France

Provides a glimpse of the human framework for sameness in Gothic

Leads to narrative and story telling

Storytelling
The topoi (commonplaces) of Gothic: the role of Nature; Gothic as applied reason; 
Urbanism; the role of the new middle class; Gothic as expression of liturgy etc etc

The story of France becoming France

Modern Goths











http://mappinggothic.org/media/simulation.html

The Gothic Surprise.....
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Mapping Gothic France is a database application that 
features entities representing buildings, people, historical 
events, bibliographic records, panoramic nodes and 
images. Each item in the database may have spatial and 
chronological data associated with it so that items can be 
plotted in space and time. The MySQL database is 
accessed by an object-oriented php middle tier that 
includes an API to serve data to various clients. The main 
client is the current website that you see, coded in 
Javascript with jQuery. This client embeds Google maps for 
plotting buildings and Zoomify to view the over 15,000 tiled 
hi-res images.  Other clients are in development which will 
make additional functionality available to the student or 
researcher such as collection building for creating 
slideshows and catalogs of buildings as well as a 3D model 
editor.



database


